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Development Planning 101

01 Technological Barriers
Overcoming obstacles associated with outdated technology

02 Information Gathering
Collect needed information and data from applicable programs

03 Research & Reporting
Legal and regulatory research and reporting of findings

04 Advocating & Educational Campaign
Buy-in & Collaboration

05 Delivery
The Product/Database
Annual Process

**STEP 1**
Identify programs with out-of-state activities.

**STEP 2**
Survey is emailed to programs in early fall to collect information regarding states with out-of-state activities are taking place.

**STEP 3**
Legal research is conducted by the Compliance Unit per state where activities are taking place.

**STEP 4**
Findings are discussed with programs and information updated into the compliance database and State Authorization Dashboard. Programs receive a report that they can reference before placing students in another state.
The Product
Questions?
LICENSURE PROGRAMS AND DISCLOSURES

EDUCATIONAL CAMPAIGN
Identifying key stakeholders and educating colleges, programs, and administrative units.

LICENSURE RESEARCH
Obtaining program information and researching state regulations regarding state licensure.

DEVELOPING THE DASHBOARD
Collaborating with Information Technology to develop a database and dashboard using SQL database and Tableau.
Licensure Process

Process 101

01 What is compliant?
Identifying a compliant disclosure process pursuant to HEA and SARA, amid amendments

02 Information Gathering
Collect needed information and data from applicable programs

03 Research & Reporting
Legal and regulatory research to determine if disclosures

04 Advocating & Educational Campaign
Buy-in & collaboration

05 Delivery
Notifications, Finalized Disclosure Process, Database
The Product
QUESTIONS?
PROJECT LINKS

- Main Out-of-State Educational Activities Website
- State Authorization Dashboard
- Licensure Disclosure Dashboard
- International Distance Learning Dashboard
OUT-OF-STATE EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
WEBSITE AND DASHBOARDS
https://www.uky.edu/tlai/outofstate
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